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Are they really done anymore?

Karen Oberthaler, VMD, DACVIM Oncology
Consultant for Heska
November 16th, 2023
Live from Boulder, Colorado
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 When the aspirate doesn’t provide the 
diagnosis
 Biopsy

 Small (lymphocytic) / intermediate sized cell
 Tru-cut often adequate or can excise a node

 Flow cytometry
 separates cells based on their DNA, charge, 

or cell surface markers
 PCR (AKA PARR)

 Will test for clonality

 After obtaining a definitive diagnosis, staging is the next step in 
developing a treatment plan.

 Staging determines both the distribution and the extent of the 
disease

 Allows us to determine a patient’s health status
 Allows us to safely use chemotherapy drugs

 Vincristine, Doxorubicin – metabolized through liver
 Cyclophosphamide – activated in liver
 Cyclophosphamide, often given with furosemide, which is given 

with care in renal failure.
 Allows placement into WHO category of staging

I - A single lymph node involved

II - Regional Lymph nodes involved on one side of the diaphragm

III - Generalized lymph node involvement on both sides of the diaphragm

IV - Liver and/or splenic involvement

V  - Bone marrow infiltration, or involvement of extranodal organs (e.g. 
skin, CNS, Lungs)

Each numbered stage is further divided into 2 substages:
• Substage A – patient feels well
• Substage B – patient is ill
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 Routine Lab work (CBC, Chemistry Profile, 
Urinalysis)

 Multiple Lymph Node Aspirates
 Chest Radiographs
 Abdominal Ultrasound, with organ aspirates 
 Bone Marrow Aspirate
 Immunophenotyping 
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INSERT POLL QUESTION HERE:
What is the most common way LSA 
presents in the lungs?
a)  pleural effusion,

b)  lymphadenomegaly, 
c)  diffuse pulmonary involvement, 
d)  cranial mediastinal mass, 
e)  normal thorax
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Expression on Canine CellsAntigen

Mature T cells, NK cellsCD3

Mature T cellsCD5

T helper cells, NeutrophilsCD4

Cytotoxic T cellsCD8

B cells (high levels) T cells (low levels)CD21

Mature B cells, MonocytesCD22

Leukocyte precursor (myeloid and 
lymphoid)

CD34

All LeukocytesCD45
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 1  Ungated population of blood cells
 Plotted via Size (FS) vs Complexity/Granularity (SS)
 Red = Lymphocytes
 Blue = Neutrophils

 2.  CD4 on Y axis, CD8 on X axis (most cells express CD4)
 3.  CD21 on Y axis, CD3 on X axis( most cells express CD3)
 DIAGNOSIS = T cell Leukemia

Lymphoid Leukemia Example
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• Must be LIVE cells
• Always overnight delivery
• Always use ice
• "Never "add-on" to the original specimen at the 

lab. Always send a new sample
• Add slides for backup

• PARR
• Tape the slide containers to the tube, so the tube 

doesn’t get lost in unpacking
• I use CSU ( but also labs at NCSU, MSU, KSU has too.)
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INSERT POLL QUESTION HERE:
How many folks routinely use Flow and PARR?
a)  I use both of them a lot

b)  I recommend them, but clients rarely agree to them
c) I’ve used Flow more than PARR
d) I‘ve used PARR more than Flow
e) Never used them before!

Special Stains
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 Histochemical vs Immunohistochemical
 Used for poorly differentiated tumors

 Histochemistry
 - chemicals when applied to tissue section have a direct reaction with tissue 

components
 Technically H & E is a histochemical stain
 Most common:
 Toluidine blue and Giemsa - canine MCT granules
 Periodic Acid Schiff PAS – feline (and ferret) MCT granules
 Silver Stains like Pascuals – can r/o neuroendocrine tumors
 Sudan Black and Oil Red O will stain lipid – useful for liposarcomas
 Melanin bleach or Iron Stain (Prussian Blue) can tell between 

melanin and hemosiderin
 Most important point about histochemical stains – FREE!

 Is now an integral part of routine tumor diagnostics
 Drastically changed in the past 10 years

 Refers to the process of detecting antigens (proteins) in 
cells by exploiting the principles of antibodies binding to 
specific antigens

 Immuno – refers to using antibodies to tag the antigens
 The antibodies are conjugated to:

 an enzyme, such as perioxidase, that can catalyze a 
color producing reaction

 Or a flourophore such as fluorescein

 Use formalin fixed tissue
 Unstained slides

 Direct method – one step.  Labeled antibody reacts 
directly to the target antigen

 Indirect method – unlabeled primary antibody, that binds 
to target antigen and a labeled secondary antibody, that 
reacts with primary (much more sensitive reaction

 Adequate fixation is essential
 10 % neutral buffered formalin
 Tumor sample less than 2 cm thick

 Large tumors (margin evaluation) should have a 
few partial slices

 Ratio of fixative and tumor is at least 10 to 1
 Samples should be fixed 24-48 hours.  Labs don’t 

work 7 days a week.
 Lots of reasons for a negative stain – processing, 

anaplastic tumor, necrosis, autolysis, hemorrhage, etc.
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 Some stains are more popular than others
 Often suggested by the pathologist:
 Most common stains

StainsTumor

CD3 (T cell), CD79a (B cell)Lymphoma

Vimentin +, cytokeratin -Sarcoma

Vimentin -, cytokeratin +Carcinoma

Ckit +GIST

Melan AMelanocytic tumor

C-kit, usually done by 
histochemical stain

MCT

CD18+, CD3-, CD79a-Histiocytic Sarcoma

Factor VIII +HSA

 Remember must be used in conjunction with histology
 Stains do not differentiate between malignant and 

benign 
 Ideally by same pathologist

 A less commonly used staining
 The methodology is similar to immunohistochemistry
 Benefits are that you can add it on to a slide

 Wright Geimsa stained slides are okay
 More limited number of stains
 LSA is most common:

 CD3 – T cells
 PAX5 – B cells
 CD18 – Pan leukocytes/neutrophils

 Similar mechanism as IHC
 Limited by quality of the slides
 Always needs to be interpreted with cytology 

Canine lymph node
Canine lymph node stained with 
Pax-5 (B-cell) and CD3 (T cell).  T 
cell lymphoma.
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A term referring to the 'improved' survival of patients with cancer
• by either reclassifying them into different prognostic groups,
• recognizing more subtle disease manifestations,
• or by diagnosing the disease at an earlier stage.

It will result in an improved prognosis, without 
truly improving an individual’s survival time.

Flory et. al. found that there was no association between WHO stage and 
remission rate, remission duration, or survival, regardless of the staging 
method that was used.

The results of this study show that most dogs have liver and splenic 
involvement of their Lymphoma, and we know that now because we look 
for it.

The average prognosis for Lymphoma has not changed, while our 
staging tests will repeatably place dogs in higher WHO stages.

• My patients are rarely fully staged any more.
• I do discuss all the testing
• However, I explain that often dogs have Lymphoma in their abdominal 

cavity and therefore staging just to put a “WHO Stage” label to their 
pet’s disease isn’t useful

• I pick and chose the tests
• Finances are always taken into consideration
• And of course general labwork is always done if they plan on treating 

with chemotherapy
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INSERT POLL QUESTION HERE:

Which staging tests give a family more prognostic 
information about their pet?

a)  Immunophenotyping tests (B vs T)
b)  Thoracic Radiographs and Ultrasound

• No, most dogs in practice are not fully staged anymore!
• Bone marrows evaluations have fallen way down the list of performed 

diagnostics
• Immunophenotyping tests (Flow Cytometry, PARR) have moved up in 

importance and use
• Chest radiographs and abdominal ultrasounds are nice to have as 

baseline, but do not *generally* affect prognosis or choice of 
treatment protocol.

• In an ideal world would we like everything – absolutely!  But truly not 
needed.

Questions?

events@heska.com

ko@treelinevet.com
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the property of their respective owners.
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